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Slotted angle rack
Cantilever rack
Pallet racks

Wire mess pallets
Library racks
Display racks

Pigeon hole rack
Louvered panels
Tyre racks
Push back rack

STORAGE SYSTEM



SLOTTED ANGLE RACK

CANTILEVER RACK

PALLET RACKS

A General purpose rack used for both 
commercial and household purpose. 

Features:
1. Simple and robust design.
2. Attachable and detachable tiers.
3. Customized plate sizes.

Applications:
Providing a high storage space, the rack can hold a number
of light to medium weighed objects.

A specially designed rack to hold long objects.

Features:
1. Rigid cantilever shelves with appropriate spacing.
2. Thick bases as well as wall mountable to 
    support heavy loads.

Applications: 
 Can be used to hold timber logs
 rods and pipes of longer lengths with
 a greater spacing and safety.

Racks specially designed to store goods on pallets.

Features:
1. Adequate spacing to provide access for forklift operation.
2. Varied upright frame sizes to support customization.
3. Column protectors provided to minimize damages by 
   forklift on upright frames.
4. Guard rails installed to aid operator safety.
5. Wall ties provided for further support if uprights are 
   arranged along the wall.

Application:
   Commonly used in a "big-box" distribution application,
   as well as in retail store inventory rooms,
   cold storage applications, wholesale stores.



WIRE MESS PALETS

LIBRARY RACKS

DISPLAY RACKS

Bin type storage used to hold a bulk group of 
similar materials.

Features:
1. Sturdy steel wire mesh provides a great stability.
2. Stronger and rigid bases to aid forklift movements.
3. Can be configured to any size for specific applications.

Application:
  These cages are used for the temporary storage of 
   warehouse materials, logistics operations, 
   transport carriers, and equipment for mechanical 
   handling to improve efficiency.

Specially designed for sorting and storing books.

Features: 
1. Provided with storage facility on all the sides to
   maximize storage.
2. Best suited for light to medium objects 
   preferably books.

Application:
   Can be used to store books in libraries
   and study rooms.

Racks used for displaying objects to 
attract customers.

Applications:
  Can be used in antique shops and departmental
  store to attract customers which on normal
  storage racks fails to gain attention.



PIGEON HOLE RACKS

LOUVERED PANELS

Racks used to store a variety of materials 
in small groups.
Racks provided with doors ensures
excellent security.

Application:
Can be used as lockers in hostels.
Can be used to store fasteners in the rack.
 Labelling the racks provides easy identification.

Louvered panels are customised size panels 
similar to pallet boxes.
These panels can be wall mounted, attached to floor racks, 
Bench tops or can be used in mobile.
Acts as a best storage for small objects like fasteners, 
a horizontal storage in contrast to pigeon racks which acts 
as horizontal storage.



TYRE RACKS

PUSH BACK RACKS

Built especially for tyre storage.
Robust design helps holding up heavy 
weight tyres.
Can be used in garages and showrooms 
wherein it acts as a display feature
 as well as storage feature which 
increases aisle spaces.

1. Systems are designed around the principle 
   of organizing space by depth rather than width.
2. Decreases aisle space and 
   increases storage density.
3. Can be angled to aid in loading 
   and unloading.
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